BEERS
DRAFT
BOLLEKE 5,2% (25 CL)

€ 3,20

TANK 7 8,5% (25 CL)

€ 4,00

TRIPEL D’ANVERS 8% (25 CL)

€ 4,20

LIEFMANS FRUITESSE ON THE ROCKS 3,8% (25 CL)

€ 3,50

CRAFTWORKS (25 CL)

€ 4,00

Brewed by our beloved neighbours this liquified Antwerp pride has a clear amber
look and is malty and hoppy with hints of caramel and cinnamon.

At Kansas City Boulevard Brewery they have fermenter number seven,
the black sheep of their cellar family. Ironically, when their brewers were
experimenting with variations on a traditional Belgian-style farmhouse ale,
the perfect combination of elements came together.

Golden blonde Belgian tripel with a great balance between fruity
and hoppy scents with a sweet touch in the background.

This sparkling appetizer beer, with its pale red colour, is at its very best
in the stylish, playful Liefmans glass and served on the rocks.
Enjoy the fresh, intense flavour of strawberries, raspberries, black cherries,
elderberries and blueberries.

Are you in for an experiment?
Then let the brewmasters of De Koninck work their beer brewing magic on you
and try their experimental brews we nicked from their secret stash.
Ask us what we managed to get our hands on this week.

BOTTLED
VEDETT BLOND 5,2% (33 CL)

€ 3,70

VEDETT EXTRA PLAYA 5,2% (33 CL)

€ 4,50

DUVEL 8,5% (33 CL)

€ 4,50

LIEFMANS FRUITESSE ALCOHOL FREE 0,00% (25 CL)

€ 3,50

WILD JO 5,8% (33 CL)

€ 4,00

The Belgian version of a summer dream beer. With an alcohol percentage of
5.2 percent, it is a smooth drinker. This thirst quencher has a soft and round
palette of taste, and has been brewed with corn, which ensures a light
and refreshing aftertaste.

In this Liefmans you will taste the well-known, fruity bouquet of cherry, raspberry,
blueberry, elderberry and strawberry.
And of course you drink it on the rocks for the most refreshing experience.

COCKTAILS
Here at the Black Smoke we are very concerned about all the plastic waste in our oceans,
so we decided to do something about it. We are trying to ban as much plastic out of our
business as possible, and one of the measures we’ve taken is to get rid of our plastic straws.
So the straw in your drink may not be the straw you are used to, but are our little way of
helping the environment and making this planet a better place.

BLACK SMOKE’S FAVOURITES
LYNCHBURG LEMONADE

€ 10,00

MOSCOW MULE

€ 12,00

SPRIZZO FIERO

€ 8,50

BRISKET MARY

€ 15,00

50 SHADES OF ESPRESSO MARTINI

€ 10,00

A Lynchburg Lemonade is a fresh cocktail made with Jack Daniel’s Old No°7
Tennessee whiskey, Cointreau, lemon juice, all topped off with Sprite.
It is named after Lynchburg, Tennessee, home of the Jack Daniel’s distillery.
This one is Black Smoke’s favourite poison with our own custom-designed glass
for your pleasure!

A classic 42 Below vodka-based cocktail, lime juice, sugar and
Fever-Tree Ginger Beer topped with lemongrass infused Angostura.
Easy to drink in a nice copper mug.

The perfect aperitif for all you ladies out there! We combined Martini Fiero
with some homemade rosemary syrup and topped with
Massimo Leone Falanghina Brut IGT prosecco.

As you may have heard, here at Black Smoke we use an American smoker to
smoke our meat to perfection. To make this a real kick ass Brisket Mary we use
a little bit of the smoked brisket fat to “fatwash” our Grey Goose vodka.
This smokey infused and delicious vodka is used to create this signature
Bloody Mary from Black Smoke. We added some fresh lemon and
Big Tom spicy tomato juice to finish this drink off. A must try!

Grey Goose vodka, Tia Maria, a firm espresso and a pinch of salt will bring
the finishing touch to this perfect Espresso Martini and take it to another level.
Business class it is!

PERFECT MIXERS
THE ULTIMATE GIN AND TONIC

€ 9,50

PINK PANTHER G&T

€ 9,50

SMOKEY JACK

€ 9,50

PIRATE’S PLANK

€ 9,50

The classic G&T! Bombay Sapphire gin mixed with Fever-Tree Indian Tonic Water,
a fresh lemon peel and junipers.

Bosford Pink gin, Fever-Tree Indian Tonic Water and a fresh grapefruit slice.

Coca-Cola Signature Mixer Smoky notes with Jack Daniel’s Old No°7
Tennessee whiskey and a lemon slice.

Coca-Cola Signature Mixer Woody notes with Bacardi Añejo Cuatro rum
and red pepper garnish.

AMERICAN WHISKEY
JACK DANIEL’S OLD NO°7 TENNESSEE WHISKEY 40%

€ 8,00

Mellowed drop by drop through 10 feet of sugar maple charcoal, then matured in
handcrafted barrels of our own making. And our Tennessee Whiskey doesn’t follow
a calendar. It’s only ready when our tasters say it is. We judge it by the way it looks.
By its aroma. And of course, by the way it tastes. It’s how Jack himself did it over
a century ago. And how we still do it today.

JACK DANIEL’S TENNESSEE WHISKEY SINGLE BARREL 45%
JACK DANIEL’S TENNESSEE WHISKEY GENTLEMAN JACK 40%
JACK DANIEL’S TENNESSEE WHISKEY STRAIGHT RYE 45%
JACK DANIEL’S TENNESSEE WHISKEY MASTER DISTILLER NO. 2 43%

€ 11,00
€ 9,00
€ 10,00
€ 10,00

Only seven men have served as Master Distiller. This special bottling celebrates Mr. Jess
Motlow, who saw the Distillery through Prohibition.

BOURBON & RYE
MICHTER’S BOURBON

€ 13,00

MICHTER’S STRAIGHT RYE
WILD TURKEY 101

€ 15,00
€ 9,00

Michter’s US*1 Bourbon is made from a carefully selected mash bill that features
the highest quality American corn. Produced in very small batches and aged for
around eight years. Teasing with caramel, vanilla and dried fruit notes, this is a very
pleasant drink to both spend time with and to enjoy throughout the night.
Their Master Distiller, Willie Pratt, has been in and around the whiskey industry
for over forty years, he is lovingly referred to as Dr. No as he will never allow any
casks to be released or bottled until they are just right meaning these Bourbons are
typically aged longer than other producers would otherwise age theirs.

SCOTCH
DEWAR’S 12 Y
DEWAR’S 18 Y
WILLIAM LAWSON’S FINEST BLENDED
WILLIAM LAWSON’S SCOTTISH GOLD 13 Y
THE FAMOUS GROUSE
THE FAMOUS GROUSE SMOKY BLACK

€ 9,00
€ 15,00
€ 6,00
€ 8,00
€ 7,00
€ 8,50

AULTMORE 12 Y
GLENFIDDICH 12 Y
GLENFIDDICH 21 Y
PORT CHARLOTTE SCOTTISH BARLEY 10 Y
THE BALVENIE CARIBBEAN CASK 14 Y
THE BALVENIE DOUBLE WOOD 12 Y
HIGHLAND PARK 10 Y
HIGHLAND PARK 12 Y
HIGHLAND PARK DRAGON LEGEND
HIGHLAND PARK 18 Y
MACALLAN FINE OAK

€ 13,00
€ 15,00
€ 5,00/CL
€ 4,00/CL
€ 15,00
€ 4,00/CL
€ 12,00
€ 12,50
€ 13,50
€ 14,50
€ 4,00/CL

SINGLE MALT

IRISH

JAMESON

€ 7,00

GIN
BOMBAY SAPPHIRE (UK)

€ 7,00

BOMBAY BRAMBLE

€ 11,00

BOMBAY SAPPHIRE ENGLISH ESTATE
BOMBAY SAPPHIRE EAST
STAR OF BOMBAY
BOSFORD PINK GIN

€ 9,50
€ 11,00
€ 12,00
€ 9,00

Our world famous gin in its distinctive blue bottle. Every drop contains 10
hand-selected botanicals from exotic locations around the world.

The Classic orginal bombay London dry gin, infused with natural flavours of
blackberry and raspberry with no added sugar.
A perfect balance between fruits and london dry gin.

VERMOUTH – APERITIF
Martini Riserva Speciale is an upgrade in vermouths and expresses itself in two
distinct flavours:

MARTINI RISERVA AMBRATO
MARTINI RISERVA RUBINO

€ 7,00
€ 7,00

MARTINI BIANCO
MARTINI ROSSO
MARTINI ROSATO
MARTINI FIERO
MARTINI EXTRA DRY
DOMECQ SHERRY DRY
PORTO TAYLOR’S WHITE/RED
PORTO TAYLOR’S LBV
KISS MY RHUBARB

€ 5,00
€ 5,00
€ 5,00
€ 5,00
€ 5,00
€ 5,00
€ 5,00
€ 6,50
€ 11,00

A Belgian aperitif with an infusion of rhubarb, citrus thyme and lemon.

VODKA
ERISTOFF (GE)
42 BELOW (NZ)
GREY GOOSE (FR)

€ 6,50
€ 8,00
€ 11,50

GREY GOOSE LE CITRON (FR)

€ 12,50

Each batch of Grey Goose begins with soft winter wheat which is fermented
and distilled into a high-proof spirit and is then blended with pristine spring water
found in the Cognac region.

RUM

In 1862, Don Facundo Bacardí Massó, set out to create a rum like no other.
He spent the next decade perfecting blends that he was proud to serve to
the people of Cuba.

BACARDI CARTA BLANCA (PR)
BACARDI CARTA ORO
BACARDI OAKHEART
BACARDI AÑEJO CUATRO
BACARDI GRAN RESERVA 10 Y

€ 6,50
€ 6,50
€ 6,50
€ 7,50
€ 12,00

PATRÓN SILVER
PATRÓN REPOSADO
PATRÓN AÑEJO
CAZADORES BLANCO
CAZADORES REPOSADO

€ 12,00
€ 12,50
€ 13,00
€ 8,50
€ 10,00

TEQUILA

FEVER-TREE PREMIUM MIXERS
Fever-Tree tonics and lemonades only use natural ingredients and because of that they are
subtle and balanced with authentic flavours and perfect carbonation, so just as good as the
spirits you’re pairing them with.

FEVER-TREE INDIAN TONIC WATER
FEVER-TREE GINGER ALE
FEVER-TREE GINGER BEER
FEVER-TREE SICILIAN LEMONADE

LICORS

ST.-GERMAIN ELDERFLOWER
LIMONCELLO VILLA MASSA
COINTREAU
COINTREAU NOIR
DISARONNO
TIA MARIA
BAILEYS
LICOR 43
PATRÓN XO CAFE
HIERBAS DE LAS DUNAS
ELIXIR D’ANVERS

AFTER DINNERS

RÉMY MARTIN VSOP
RÉMY MARTIN ACCORD ROYAL 1738
RÉMY MARTIN XO
CALVADOS CHÂTEAU DU BREUIL
POIRE WILLIAMS

€ 4,00
€ 4,00
€ 4,00
€ 4,00

€ 10,00
€ 7,00
€ 6,50
€ 9,00
€ 7,00
€ 6,00
€ 6,00
€ 6,00
€ 8,00
€ 7,50
€ 8,00

€ 11,00
€ 15,00
€ 5,00/CL
€ 8,50
€ 9,00

BUBBLY WINES & CHAMPAGNES
MASSIMO LEONE FALANGHINA BRUT IGT
PIPER-HEIDSIECK ESSENTIEL BRUT

GLASS € 7,50 - BOTTLE € 36,00
GLASS € 10,00 – BOTTLE € 60,00

Its straw colour offers a bouquet and fulfilled nose of
candied yellow fruit with a hint of toasted almonds.
On the palate, this wine is balanced, full-bodied, full,
dense, and has a character with mineral and chalky
smoky notes. It is strong with middle and melting bubbles.
50-55% Pinot Noir 30-35% Meunier 15-20% Chardonnay.

HOUSE WINES
BOUCHARD AÎNÉ & FILS
BOURGOGNE, FRANCE

Uncompromising quality each step of the way, this wine has been their ‘signature’ bottle for
over 250 years. Since we only serve the best for our guests, we proudly present these wines
as our house wines.
Glass € 5,00 – Carafe (50 CL) € 19,00 - Bottle € 27,00

WHITE
GRENACHE | COLOMBARD

RED
GRENACHE | SYRAH
Ask for your extensive wine list from the restaurant for more quirky wines.

WINES BY THE GLASS
WHITES
CIRCUS
SAUVIGNON BLANC, MENDOZA, ARGENTINA

Nice aromatic white wine with mainly citrus hints, fresh but rounded,
giving a smooth sense on the palate.
Glass € 6,50 - Carafe (50 CL) € 24,00 Bottle € 33,00

LOS VASCOS “DOMAINES DE BARONS DE ROTHSCHILD” (LAFITE)
CHARDONNAY, CASABLANCA VALLEY, CHILE

Craving something healthy?
This fruitful wine will get your vitamins up and your stress level low.
Imagine melon, banana, grapefruit and other exotic fruits exploding into your mouth
without giving up on freshness!
Glass € 6,50 - Carafe (50 CL) € 25,00 Bottle € 36,00

REDS
MALBEC ”DOMAINE BOUSQUET
MALBEC, MENDOZA, ARGENTINA

Its black colour is a preview of what is yet to come ... A highly acclaimed wine!
This wine has a fine, complex nose of black fruit, but it still remains soft and pure.
A finish that is practically endless, only to be found amongst the best wines of the world
Glass € 6,50 - Carafe € 24,00 (50 CL) Bottle € 33,00

BODEGA VOLCANES “RESERVA” CARMÉNÈRE
CARMÉNÈRE | CABERNET SAUVIGNON, RAPEL VALLEY, CHILE

This bastard has a volcanic subsoil which you can taste in the glass.
A full-bodied red wine packed with chocolate and blackberry aromas and a cedar finish.
A great combo with our low & slow platters. This is the new generation of Chilean wine!
Glass € 7,50 - Carafe € 28,00 (50 CL) Bottle € 39,00

BAROLO DI SERRALUNGA D.O.C.G FONTANAFREDDA, NEBBIOLO

A wine to share with 4 people, because “sharing is caring”.
Elegant yet powerful and incredible sexy in combination with the best beef our pitmasters
can possibly grill on the parrilla!
Glass € 12,00 - Carafe (50 CL) € 45,00 Bottle (1 L) € 89,00

PINKS
DUNE GRIS DE GRIS
CARIGNAN | GRENACHE, SABLE DE CAMARGUE, FRANCE

Light copper rosé wine like the flamingos that live in the same area. Aromas of strawberry,
peach and watermelon. Delicious flavours of peach, tart and grapefruit. It’s like a taste of
summer… These crazy times might call for an extra drink…
Just order a magnum bottle to ensure your boozy trip.
Glass € 6,50 - Carafe € 24,00 (50 CL) Bottle € 33,00 – Magnum € 60,00

THE PALM BY WHISPERING ANGEL
CINSAULT | GRENACHE | SYRAH | SHIRAZ, A.C. CÔTES DE PROVENCE, FRANCE

Exclusively available in Black Smoke! The fruitful sister of the Whispering Angel.
The winemakers of Whispering Angel know how to make the best rosé in the world
and you will taste it in The Palm.
A soft taste of ripe strawberry and a bit more fruity then her big sister.
Everything you want from a Provence rosé!
Glass € 7,50 - Carafe (50cl) € 29,00 - Bottle € 42,00

COCA COLA SIGNATURE MIXERS
For the first time in more than 134 years, Coca-Cola granted access to their secret recipe
and invited some of the world’s top bartenders to put their stamp on a new generation
cutting-edge mixers designed to pair with dark spirits.

COCA-COLA SMOKY NOTES

€ 4,00

COCA-COLA SPICY NOTES

€ 4,00

COCA-COLA HERBAL NOTES

€ 4,00

COCA-COLA WOODY NOTES

€ 4,00

An intensely aromatic blend with subtle hints of tobacco, Ylang-Ylang, ambrette
seed balanced with brown spices; Peru Balsam and Amber. Pairs well with
dark rums and bourbon.

Spicy Notes is a sophisticated and complex blend of lime, ginger, spicy jalapeño
with fragrant rosemary and jasmine. Pairs well with spiced rums, aged tequilas
and blended Scotch whiskies.

Herbal Notes delivers fresh herbaceous notes of dill, citrus and lemongrass with
earthy tones of dill seed and tagetes. Pairs well with cognac, brandy
and blended Scotch whiskies.

Woody Notes is crafted from earthy patchouli, vetiver, citrus yuzu and aromatic
basil with a hint of pepper. Pairs well with spiced rums and bourbon.

FEVER-TREE PREMIUM MIXERS
FEVER-TREE INDIAN TONIC WATER
FEVER-TREE GINGER ALE
FEVER-TREE GINGER BEER
FEVER-TREE SICILIAN LEMONADE

€ 4,00
€ 4,00
€ 4,00
€ 4,00

SOFTS
COCA-COLA REGULAR/ZERO/LIGHT
SPRITE
APPLETISER
MINUTE MAID ORANGE
MINUTE MAID APPEL
FEVER-TREE GINGER BEER
BIG TOM SPICY TOMATO JUICE
ALMDUDLER
RED BULL
HOME MADE ICE TEA (45 CL)

Our own blend of cold brewed tea, fruits and fresh herbs and spices make these
ice tea creations the ultimate thirst killers for when the sun is beating down on you.
We give you the choice between ginger or red fruit ice tea.

WATERS

CHAUDFONTAINE STILL 25CL
CHAUDFONTAINE SPARKLING 25CL
CHAUDFONTAINE STILL 50CL
CHAUDFONTAINE SPARKLING 50CL
CHAUDFONTAINE LIGHT SPARKLING 50CL

€ 3,00
€ 3,00
€ 3,00
€ 3,00
€ 3,00
€ 4,00
€ 4,00
€ 3,00
€ 4,00
€ 4,50

€ 2,70
€ 2,70
€ 5,00
€ 5,00
€ 5,00

COFFEE BY CAFFE VERGNANO
With a passion for coffee since 1882, Caffè Vergnano is the oldest Italian coffee
roaster led by the Vergnano family for 5 generations. We use the “Crema 800”
coffee beans for the selection below, which is a blend of 80% Arabica
and 20% Robusta giving a soft and delicate aroma with a perfect balance
between taste and body.

COFFEE
ESPRESSO
DOUBLE ESPRESSO
CAPPUCCINO
CAFÉ LATTE

€ 3,00
€ 2,80
€ 5,00
€ 3,50
€ 3,50

AMERICAN COFFEE

€ 8,00

Imagine an Irish coffee exploring the deep, deep South with Jack Daniel’s Old No°7
Tennessee Whiskey. Topped with a homemade caramel/cinnamon whipped cream
and a sprinkle of pure dark chocolate. It’s every American’s wet dream and now
exclusively served at Black Smoke.
ALL OF THE ABOVE COFFEES ARE AVAILABLE IN DECAF AS WELL.

SATEMWA TEA
A 3rd generation family owned Tea Estate in the Shire Highlands of Malawi
established in 1923. For nearly 100 years they have been crafting superior teas
which are exported around the world. The latest editions to their range are
a unique artisanal line-up of green, white, oolong, black and dark teas.
The teas are made with love, passion and respect for the environment and
communities around the estate. At Satemwa they believe in contributing to the
improvement of Malawi’s standard of living by crafting quality products.

GREEN TEA
BLACK EARL GREY
GREEN MINT
FRESH MINT TEA
FRESH GINGER TEA

€ 3,00
€ 3,00
€ 3,00
€ 4,00
€ 4,00

